
Appendix- A
Summary of Major Principles or
Guides for the Managerial
Functions of Planning, Organizing,
Staffing, Leading, and Controlling

Although a complete set of empirically pro'cn, interrelated principles has not been discovered

and codified, experience and observation of managing indicate certain fundamental managerial

principles or guides. They not only provide managers with a conceptual scheme but also indicate

to scholars areas for research. To be sure, the key abstractions need to be applied with due

consideration for the situation—'and this is an art. In this appendix, the principles, which perhaps

would be more appropriately called guides to management, are organized as this book, is)

according to the managerial functions of planning, organizing, staffing, leading, and controlling.

Each principle is given a number with a letter that represents the type of managerial function.

Major Principles or Guides for Planning

The most essential guiding principles for planning are the following.

The Purpose and Nature of Planning
The purpose and nature of planning may be summarized by reference to the following principles.

P1.' 'Principle of contribution to objective. The purpose of every plan and all supporting plans is to

promote the accomplishment of enterprise objectives.

P2. Principle of objectives. If objectives are to be meaningful to people, they must be clear, attainable,

and verifiable.

P3. Principle of primary of planning. Planning logically precedes all other managerial functions.

P4. Principle of efficiency ofplans. The efficiency of a plan is measured by the amount it contributes

to purpose and objectives offset by the costs required to formulate and operate it and by

unsought consequences.
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The Structure of Plans

Two major principles dealing with the structure of plans can go far in tying plans together, making

supporting plans contribute to major plans and ensuring that plans in one department hàrmónize
with those in another.

P5. Principle of planning premises. The more thoroughly individuals charged with planning
understand and agree to utilize consistent planning premises, the more coordinated enterprise
planning will be.

P6. Principle of the strategy and policy framework. The more strategies and policies are clearly
understood and implemented in practice, the more consistent and effective will be the
framework of enterprise plans.

The Process of Planning

Within the process of planning, there are four principlesthat help in the development of a
practical science of planning.

P7. Principle of the limiting faaor. In choosing among alternatives, the more accurately individuals
can recognize and allow for factors that are limiting or critical to the attainment of the
desired goal, the more easily and accurately they can select the most favorable alternative.

P8. The commitment principle. Logical planning should cover a period of time in the future
necessary to foresee as well as possible, through a series of actions, the fulfillment of
commitments involved in a decision made today.

P9. Principle ofj7exibiliiy, Building flexibility into plans will lessen the danger of losses incurred
through unexpected events, but the cost of flexibility should be weighed against its advantages.

FlU. Principle of navigational change. The more that planning decisions commit individuals to a
future path, the more important it is to check on events and expectations periodically and

redraw plans as necessary to maintain a course toward a desired goal.

The commitment principle and the principles of flexibility and navigational change are aimed

at a contingency approach to planning. Although it makes sense to forecast and draw plans far

enough into the future to be reasonably sure of meeting commitments, often it is impossible to

do so, or the future is so uncertain that it is too risky to fulfill those cothmitment.

The principle of flexibility deals with the ability to change that is built into plans. The principle

of navigational change, on the other hand, implies reviewing plans from time to time and

redrawing them if this is required by changed e'ents and expectations. Unless plans have built-
in flexibility, navigational change may be difficult or costly.

Major Principles or Guides for Organizing
Although the science of organizing has not yet developed to the point where its principles are
infallible laws, there is considerable agreement among management scholars and practitioners
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about a number of them. These principles are truths (or are believed to be truths) of general
applicability, although their application is not precise enough to give them the exactness of the

laws of pure science. They are more in the nature of essential criteria for effective organizing.

The most essential guiding principles of organizing are summarized below.

The Purpose of Organizing
Thepurpose of organizing is to aid in making objectives meaningful and to contribute to
organizational efficiency.

1. Principle of unity of objectives. An organization structure is effective if it enables indrviduals to
contribute to enterprise objectives.

2. Principle of organizational efficiency. An organization is efficient if it is structured to aid the
accomplishment of enterprise objectives with a •• urn of unsought consequences or costs.

The Reason for Organizing
The basic reason for the organization structure is the limitation of the span of management. If

there were no-such limitation, an enterprise might have only one manager and no organization
structure. •

3. Principle ofthespanffmanagement. In each managerial position, there is a limit to the number
of persons an individual can effectively manage, but the exact number will depend on the
impact Of underlying variables.

The Structure of Organization: Authority
Authority is the cement of the organization structure, thethreid that makes it possible, the
means by which groups of activities can be placed under .a manager and coordination of
organizational units can be promoted. It is the tool by which a manager is able to exercise discretion

and to create an environment for individual performance. Some of the most useful principles of
organizing are related to authority.

4. Scalar principle. The clearer the line of authority from the ultimate management position in

an enterprise to every subordinate position, the clearer will be the responsibility for decision
making and the more effective will be organizational communication.

5. Principle ofdelegation by results expected. Authority delegated to all individual managers should
be adequate to ensure their ability to accomplish expected results.

0. Principle of absoluteness of responsibility. The responsibility of subordinates to their superiors
for performances absolute, and superiors cannot escape responsibility for the organizational
activities of their subordinates.

07. Principle of parity of authority and responsibiliy. The responsibility for actions, should not be
greater than that implied by the authority delegated, nor should it be less.
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8. Principle of unify of command. The more complete an individual's reporting relationships to a

single superior, the smaller the problem of conflicting instructions and the greater the feeling

of personal responsibility for results.

9. Authority-level principle. Maintenance of intended delegation requires that decisions within

the authority of individual managers should be made by them and not be referred upward

in the organization structure,

The Structure of Organization: Departmentalized Activities
Organization involves the design of a departmental framework. Although there are several

principles in this area, one is of major importance.

10. Principle offunctional definition. The more a position or a department has a clear definition

of the results expected,activities to he undertaken, and organizational authority delegated,

as well as an understanding of authority and informational relationships with other.

positions, the more adequately the individual responsible can contribute toward

accomplishing enterprise, objectives.

The Process of Organizing

The various principles of authority delegation and of departmentation are fundamental truths

about the process of organizing. They deal with phases of the two primary aspects of organizing:

authority and activity groupings. There are other principles that deal with the process of organizing.

It is through their application that managers gain a sense of proportion or a measure of the total

organizing process.

011; Principle of balance. In every structure, there is a need for balance. The application of principles

or techniques must be balanced to ensure overall effectiveness of the structure in meeting

enterprise objectives.

12. Principle of flexibility. The more that provisions are made for building flexibility into an

organization structure, the more adequately an organization structure can fulfill its purpose.

13. Principle of leadership facilitation. The more an organization structure and its delegation of

authority enable managers to design and maintain an environment for performance, the

more they will help the leadership abilities of those managers.

The principle of balance is common to all areas of science and to all functions of the manager.

The inefficiencies of broad spans of management must be balanced against the inefficiencies of

long lines of communication. The losses from multiple command must be balanced against the

gains from expertness and uniformity in delegating functional authority to staff and service

departments. The savings of functional specialization in departmentalizing must be balanced

against the advantages of establishing profit-responsible, semi-independent product or territorial

departments. It is apparent, once again, that the application of management theory depends on

the specific situation.
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The principle of flexibility demands that devices and techniques for anticipating and reacting to

change be built into every structure. Every enterprise moves toward its goal in a changing

environment, both internal and external. The enterprise that develops inflexibilities, whether these

Are resistance to change, overcomplicated procedures, or too-firm departmental lines, is risking the

inability to meet the challenges of economic, technological, biological, political, and social changes.

Since managership depends to a great extent on the quality of leadership of those in managerial

positions, it follows from the principle of leadership facilitation that the organization structure

should do its part in creating a Situation in which a manager can most effectively lead. In this

sense, organizing is a technique of promoting leadership. It the authority allocation and the

structural arrangements create a situation in which heads of departments tend to be looked

upon as leaders and in which their task of leadership is aided, Organization structuring has

accomplished an essential task. 	 I

Major Principles or Guides for Staffing
There are no universally accepted staffing principles. Nevertheless, those listed below are useful

as guidelines for understanding the staffing function.

The Purpose of Staffing
The purpose of staffing is summarized by the following principles.

Si. Principle of the objective of staffing. The objective of managerial staffing is to ensure that

organizational roles are filled by qualified personnel who are able and willing to occupy them.

S2. Principle ofstaffing. The clearer the definition of organizational roles and their human resource

requirements, and the better the techniques of manager appraisal and training employed,

the higher the managerial quality.

The first principle stresses the importance of the desire and ability to undertake the

responsibilities of management. There is considerable evidence of failure to achieve results when

these qualities are lacking. The second principle rests on an important body of knowledge

concerning management practices. Organizations that have no established job definitions, no

effective appraisals, and no system for training and development will have to rely on coincidence

or outside sources to fill positions with able managers. On the other hand, enterprises applying

the systems approach to staffing and human resoujce management will utilize the potentials of

people in the enterprise more effectively and efficiently.

The Process of Staffing
The following principles indicate the means for effective staffing.

S3. Principle ofjob definition. The more precisely the results expected of managers are identified,

the more the dimensions of their positions can be defined.
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S4. Principle ofmanagerial appraisal. The more dearly verifiable objectives and required managerial

activities are identified, the more precise can be the appraisal of managers against these

criteria.

S5. Principle of open competition. The more an enterprise is, committed to the assurance of quality

management, tWe more it will encourage open competition among all candidates for

management positions.

The first principle is similar to the principle of functional definition in organizing. Since

organizational roles are occupied by people with different needs, these roles must have many

dimensions that induce managers to perform, such as pay, status, power, discretion, and job

satisfaction.
The second principle suggets that performance should be measured both against verifiable

objectives—as in an appraisal approach based on management by objectives—and against

standards of performance as managers. The appraisal of managers-as managers considers how

well the key managerial activities within the functions of planning, organizing, staffing, leading,

and controlling are carried out.
Violation of the open competition principle has led many firms to appoint managers with

inadequate abilities. Although sodal pressures strongly favor promotion from within the enterprise,

these forces should be resisted whenever better candidates can be brought in from the outside.

At the same time, the application of this principle obligates an organization to appraise its people

accurately and to provide them with opportunities for development.

S6. Principle of management training and development. The more management training and

development is integrated with the management process and enterprise objectives, the more

effective the development programs and activities will be.

S7. Principle of training objectives. The more precisely the training objectives are stated, the more

Rely are the chances of achieving them.

S8. Principle of continuous development. The more an enterprise is committed to managerial

excellence, the more it requires that managers practice continuous self-development.

The first of these three principles suggests that, in the systems approach, training , and

development efforts are related to the managerial functions, the aims of the enterprise, and the

professional needs of managers.. 	 .	 .

The analysis of training needs is the basis for determining training objectives that give direction

to development and facilitate the measurement of the effectiveness of training efforts. The second

principle brings into focus the contribution that training makes to the purpose of the enterprise

and the development of individuals. 	 -

The third principle reminds us that, in ajast-changing and competitive environment, managers

cannot silp learning. Instead, they have to update their managerial knowledge continually,

reevaluate their approaches to managing, and improve their managerial skills and performance

to achieve results.	 .
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Major Principles or Guides for Leading
The managerial function of leading can be summarized by several principles or guides.

Ll. Principle of harmony of objectives. The more managers can harmonize the personal goals of
individuals with the goals of the enterprise, the more effective and efficient the enterprise
will be.

L2. Principle of motivation. Since motivation is not a simple matter of cause and effect, the more
managers carefully assess a reward structure, look upon it from a situational and contingency
point of view, and integrate it into the entire 'system of managing, the more effective a
motivational program will be.

U. Principle of leadership. Since people tend to follow those who, in their view, offer them a
means of satisfying their personal,goals, -the more managers understand what motivates

their subordinates and how these motivators operate, and the more they reflect this

understanding in carrying out their managerial actions, the more effective they are likely to
be as leaders.

For organizational communication to be effective, managers should take note of the following
principles.

L4. Principle of communication clarity. Communicatioh tends to be clear when it is expressed in a
language and transmitted in a way that can be understood by the receiver.

L5. Principle of communication integrity. The greater the integrity and consistency of written, oral,

or nonverbal messages, as well as of the moral behAvior of the sender, the greater the
acceptance of the message by the receiver.

L6. Principle ofsupplemental use of infomwlorganiarion Communication tends to be more effective
when managers utilize the informal ornization to supplement the communication channels
of the formal organization.

The sender has the responsibility to formulate the message so that it is understandable to the

receiver. This responsibility pertains primarily to written and oral communication and points to'

the necessity for planning the message, stating the underlying assumptions, and applying the
generally accepted rules for effective writing and speaking.

Informal organization Js a phenomenon managers must accept. Information, true or not,
flows quickly through the informal organization. Consequentiy, managers should take advantage

of this device to correct misinformation and to provide information that cannot be effecthely
sent or appropriately received through the formal communication system.

Major Principles or Guides for Controlling
From the discussions in the chapters on management control, there have emerged certain

essentials, or basic truths. These, which are referred to as principles, are designed to highlight
aspects of control that are regarded as -especiallyimportant. In view of the fact that control, even
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though representing a system itself, is a subsystem of the larger area of management, certain of

these principles are understandably similar to those identified in the discussions of the other

managerial functions.

The Purpose and Nature of Control

The purpose and nature of control may be summarized by the following principles.

Cl. Principle of the purpose of control. The task of control is to ensure the success of plans by

detecting deviations from plans and furnishing a basis for taking action to correct potential

or actual undesired deviations.

C2. Principle of future-directed controls. Because of time lags in the total system of control, the

more a control system is based on feedforward rather than simple feedback of information,

the more managers have the opportunity to perceive undesirable deviations from plans

before they occiir and to take action in time to prevent ihcm.

These two principles emphasize that the purpose of control in any system of managerial

action is ensuring that objectives are achieved through detecting , deviations and taking action

designed to correct or prevent them. Control, like planning, should ideally be forward-looking.

This principle is often disregarded in practice, largely because the state of the art in managing has

not regularly provided for systems of feedforward control. Managers have generally been

dependent on historical data, which may be adequate for collecting taxes and determining

stockholders' earnings but are not good enough for the most effective control. If means of looking

forward are lacking, reference to history, on the questionable assumption that what is past is

prologue.' is better than not looking at all. But time lags in the system of management control

make it imperative that greater efforts be undertaken to make future-directed control a reality.

C3. Principle of control responsibiliy. The primary responsibility fQr the exercise of control rests in

the manager charged with the performance of the particular plans involved.

C4. Principle of efficiency of controls. Control techniques and approaches are efficient if they detect

\ and illuminate the nature and causes of deviations from plans with a minimum of Costs or

other kinsought consequences.

C5. Principle ofpreventivecontrol. The higher the quality of managers in a managerial system, the

less will be the need for direct controls.

To maximize the efficiency of controls, the above three principles should be observed. First,

since delegation of authority, assignment of tasks, and responsibility for certain objectives rest in

individual managers, it follows thatcontrol over this work should be exercised by each of these

managers. An individual manager's responsibility cannot be waived or rescinded without changing

the organization structure.

The second point to note is that control techniques have a way of becoming costly, complex,

and burdensome. Managers may become so engrossed in control that they spend more than it is

.'orth to detect a deviation. Detailed budget controls that hamstring a subordinate, complex
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mathematical controls that thwart innovation, and cumbersome purchasing controls that delay

deliveries and cost more than the item purchased are examples of inefficient controls.

Lastly, most controls are based in large part on the fact that human beings make mistakes and

often do not react to problems promptly and adequately. The more qualified managers are, the

more they will perceive deviations from plans and take timely action to prevent them.

The Structure of Control

The principles that follow are aimed at pointing out how control systems and techniques can he

designed to improve the quality of managerial control.

C6.Principle of reflection ofplans. The more that plans are clear, complete, and integrated, and the

more that controls are designed to reflect such plans, the more effectively controls will
serve the needs of managers.

C7.Principle oforganizationalsuitability. The more that an organization structure is clear, complete,

and integrated, and the more that controls are designed to reflect the place in the organization

structure where responsibility foi action lies, the more controls will facilitate correction of

deviations from plans.

C8.Principle of individuality of controls. The more that control techniques and information are

understandable to individual managers who must utilize them, the more they will actually

be used and the more they will result in effective control.

First of all, it is not possible for a system of controls to be devised without plans, since the task

of control is to ensure that plans work out as intended. There can be no doubt that the more

clear, complete, and integrated these plans are, and the more that control techniques are designed

to follow the progress of these plans, the more effective the controls will be.

Secondly, plans are implemented by people. Deviations from plans must be the responsibility

primarily of managers who are entrusted with the task of executing planning programs. Since it

is the function of an organization structure to define a system of roles, it follows that controls

must be designed to affect the role in which responsibility for performance of a plan lies.

Although some control techniques and information can be utilized in the same form by various

kinds of enterprises and managers, as a general rule controls should be tailored to meet the

individual needs of managers. Some of this individuality is related to position in the organization

structure, as noted in the second principle. Another aspect of individuality is the tailoring of

controls to the kind and level of managers' understanding. Company presidents as well as

supervisors have thrown up their hands in dismay (often for quite different reasons) at the

unintelligible nature and inappropriate form of control information. Control information that a

manager cannot or will not use has little practical value.

The Process of Control

Control, often being so much a lVatter of technique, rests heavily on the art of managing, on
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know-how in given instances. However, there are certain principles that experience has shown
have wide applicability.

C9. Principle of standards. Effective control requires objective, accurate, and suitable standards.
Cl 0. Principle of critical point control. Effective control requires special attention to those factors

ciitical to evaluating performance against plans.
CII. The exception principle. The more that managers concentrate control efforts on significant

exceptions From planned performance, the more efficient will be the results of their control.

There should be a simple, specific, and verifiable way to measure whether a planning program

is being accomplished. Control is accomplished througli people- Even the best manager cannot

help being influenced by personal factors, and actual performance is sometimes camouflaged by

a dull or a sparkling personality or by a subordinate's ability to sell" a deficient performance.

Good standards of performance, objectively applied—as required by the principle of standrds-

will more likely be accepted by subordinates as fair and reasonable.

It would ordinarily be wasteful and unnecessary for managers to follow every detail of plan

execution. What they must knowis that plans are being implemented. Therefore, they concentrate

their attention on salient factors of performance—the critical points—that will indicate any

important deviations from plans. Perhaps all managers can ask themselves what things in their

operations will best show them whether the plans for which they are responsible are being
accomplished.

The exception principle holds that managers should concern themselves with significant

deviations—the especially good or theespecially bad situations. It is often confused with the
principle of 'critical point control, and the two do have some kinship. However, critical point

control has to do with recognizing the points to be watched, while the exception principle is
concerned with watching the size of deviations at these points.

C12. Principle offlexibility of controls. If controls are to remain effective despite failure or unforeseen
changes of plans, flexibility i'required in their design.

Cl 3. Principle of action. Control is justified only if indicated or actual deviations from plans are

corrected through appropriate planning, organizing, staffiiig, and leading.

According to the flexibility principle, controls must not be so inflexibly tied in with a plan as

to be useless if the entire plan fails or is suddenly changed. Note that this principle applies to

failure of plans, not failure of people operating under plans.

There are instances in practice in which this simple truth is forgotten: control is a wasteful use

of managerial and staff time unless it is followed by action, as the principle of action stresses. If

deviations are found in actual or projected performance, action is indicated, in the form of either

redrawing plans or making additional plans to get back on course. The situation may call for

reorganization. It may require replacing subordinates or training them to do the task required.

Or it may indicate that the fault is a lack of direction and leadership in getting a subordinate to

understand the plans or in motivating him or her to accomplish them. In any case, action is
implied.
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Management Excellence Survey

Introduction
Broadly speaking, the objectives of management education are (I) to increase managerial

knowledge, (2) to improve skills in the analysis of cases and in conducting research, (3) to examine

one's attitudes and their impact on managing, and (4) to transfer knowledge, skills, and attitudes

to the workplace. In short, then, management education aims to make managers and students of

management more effective in their performance.
An appropriate way to understand the needs of an organization is to conduct a survey of its

managers to find out the areas that require improvement. The survey in this appendix serves

this purpose.
The findings can then he used in developing strategies to strengthen the organization and to

overcome its weaknesses. The survey can also he used by students and managers for conducting

research that will help the understanding of the concepts, theories, and principles discussed in

this book. For example, areas that are found to be weak can be improved by reading the appropriate

parts in the book.
The authors and the publisher give herewith permission to duplicate the survey that follows

for research studies. Appropriate reference to the copyright holders, however, is required.

5(
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Management Excellence Survey
Excellent organizations base their management and organization development on a careful analysis

of managerial and organizational needs. This survey is designed to identify those needs.

An overview of the survey

This comprehensive survey identifies critical success factors grouped according to the managerial

functions of planning, organizing, staffing, leading, and controlling. The questions deal with

these functions. Tley pertain to an' organizational division or unit; they do not refer to, for example,

the total worldwide organization.

Your answers are valuable to tailoring management and organization development programs

to the needs of individuals and of the organization. Therefore, you are also asked to assess the

importance of the need for management development by giving in the second column

('development needs') of the questionnaire a numerical value to the questions.

The rating system

Column 1. In rating each question, use the following marks (for each rating, use only one of

two numbers given, such as 4.0 or 4.5 for very good, not other decimals):

NA = Not applicable to our organization

? = Do not know accurately enough for rating

5.0 = Excellent: a standard of performance which could not be improved upon under

any circumstances or conditions known to the rater

4.0 or 4.5 = Very good: a standard of performance which leaves little to be desired

3.0 or 3.5 = Good: a standard of performance above the average and meeting all normal

requirements.

2.0 or 2.5 = Satisfactory: a standard of performance regarded as average

1.0 or 1.5 = Below standard: a standard of performance which is below the normal requirements

but one that may be regarded as marginally or temporarily acceptable

0.0 = Inadequate: a standird of performance regarded as unacceptable

Column 2. In the column 'development needs.' tate how important it is to improve the specific

managerial activity for the organization. Use the following scale:

Need no further 	 An extreme amount of

development	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

development needed

o Copyright by Heinz Weihrlch and Harold Koontz, 1995, 1998, 2000. 2002.
This survey is for use in conjunction with the book Management: A Global Perspective, 11th edition, writsn by Heinz
Weihrich and Harold Koontz and published by McGraw-Hill Education (Asia), Singapore. 2005. Additional information
on a topic can be found by consulting the index in this book.
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Select a number between 1 and 5 that represents your judgment. If you marked a question

with NA or r in the first column (performance rating), put the same letter in the second
column.

In averaging ratings for thçse two columns, average only the questions rated; exclude the ñot

applicable questions (NA) and those on which you have inadequate information to rate (?).

Column 3. Comments are optional. You may use the space given to list your ideas for group
discussion.
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Excellence In Planning

Performance	 Development
Planning	 rating	 needs	 Comments

1. Do managers set departmental goals (both short-
and long-term) in verifiable terms?

2. To what extent are organi2ationai goals
understood?

3. How well are people assisted in establishing
verifiable and consistent goals for their operations?

4. To what extent are consistent and approved
planning premises (e.g., forecasts) communicated?

5. To what extent do people understand the role of
company policies in decision making?

6. Do managers encourage innovation?

7. Do superiors help subordinates get the information
they need to assist them in their planning?

B. Do managers seek out alternatives before making
decisions?

9. In choosing from among alternatives, do managers
focus on those factors that are critical to a problem?

10. Do managers check plans periodically to see it they
are still consistent with current expectations?

11. Do managers consider the need for flexibility (as
well as the costs) in arriving at a planning decision?

12. In developing and implementing plans, do
managers consider the long-range implications of
their short-range decisions?

13.When making recommendations, do subordinates
submit analyses of alternatives (with advantages
and disadvantages)?

Total number of NA" and "?"

Total number of questions on which ratings are made

Total score of questions given ratings

Average of ratings in Excellence in Planning

Comments and overall evaluation of the function of planning (use back of the page):
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Excellence in Organizing

Performance	 Development

	

Organizing	 rating	 needs	 Comments

1. Does the organization structure reflect major result

areas?

2. Do managers delegate authority to subordinates in

accordance with the results expected of them?

3. Do managers make delegation clear?

4. Do managers use position guides, or position

descriptions?

S. Do managers clarify responsibilities for expected

contributions to goals and programs?

6. Do managers maintain adequate control when

delegating authority to subordinates?

7. Do managers understand that they share

responsibility when delegating authority

(responsibility) to subordinates?

8. Do managers make sure that their subordinate

managers properly delegate authority to their

subordinates?

9. Do managers maintain unity of command

whenever possible and use dual command Only

when the advantages clearly offset the

disadvantages?

10. Do managers utilize staff advice appropriately?

11. Do managers make clear to subordinates the

nature of line and staff relationships?

12. Do managers limit and make clear functional

authority?

13. Do managers use service departments in an

effective and efficient manner?

14. Is the enterprise free from excessive organizational

levels? -

15. Do managers distinguish between lines of

authority and lines of information?
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Performance I Development
Organizing	 rating	 needs	 Comments

Total number of NA and r

Total number of questions on which ratings are made

Total score of questions given ratings

Average 
of 

ratings in Excellence in Organizing

Comments and overall evaluation of the function of organizing:
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Excellence In Staffing

P&oe

Staffing	 rating	 needs	 Comments

1. Do managers take full responsibility for the staffing
of the department (although using assistance from
the personnel department)?

2. Does the company make it clear that every position
in the department is open to the best-qualied
individual, either inside or outside the company?

3. Do managers make certain that subordinates are
given opportunity for training for better positions?

4. Do managers utilize appropriate methods for
training and developing subordinates?

5. Do managers effectively practice coaching of
subordinates?

6. Do managers appraise subordinates objectively
and regularly on the basis of performance against
preselected goals?

7. Do superiors appraise managers objectively and
regularly on their ability to plan, organize, staff,
lead, and control?

8. Do managers use appraisal as a means of helping
subordinates to improve their performance?

9. Do managers select, or recommend promotion of
subordinates, on the basis of objective appraisal of
their performance?

10. Does the organization provide adequate and
motivating compensation and conditions of won?

11. Do managers evaluate and develop the whole
organizational unit (e.g., through organization
development)?

Total number of NA and 1
Total numbs of questions on which ratings are made

Total score of questions given ratings

Average of ratings in Excellence in Staffing

Comments and overall evaluation of the function of staffing (use back of the page):
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Excellence in Leading

Performance Development
Lending	 rating	 needs	 Comments

1. Do managers understand what motivates
subordinates and attempt to create an
environment in which people are productive?

2. Do managers lead subordinates to recognize that
their self-interest is in harmony with (although not
necessarily the same as) the company's or
department's goals?

3. Do managers issue clear instructions that are fully
understandable to subordinates?

4. Do managers use effective and efficient
communication techniques?

5. Do managers engage in an appropriate amount of
face.to .face contact?

6. Do managers create an environment where people
are encouraged to suggest innovations in product,
process, marketing, or other areas?

7. Are managers receptive to innovative ideas and
suggestions, whether from superiors, persons on
the same organizational level, subordinates, or
customers?

8. Are subordinates (roanagers and norimanagers)
free to suggest changes in objectives, policies,
programs, or decisions?

9. Can superiors be easily reached by subordinates to
discuss their problems and obtain guidance?

10.Do superiors help orient subordinates to the
company's programs, objectives, and
organizational environment?

11.Do managers exercise participative leadership and,
when necessary, authoritative direction?

12. In general, are managers effective as leaders
(possessing the capacity and will to rally men and
women to a common purose)7

13. Do managers use committees or group meetings
only when they are superior to individual decisions?
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Performance	 Devslopin.nt
L.adlng	 rating	 needs	 Comm.nts

14. Do managers make sure that committee or group
meetings are preceded by proper agenda,
information gathering, analyses, and concrete
proposals?

Total number of NA and'?'

Total number of questions on which ratings are made

Total score of questions given ratings

Average of ratings in Excellence in Leading

Lomments and overall evaluation of the function of leading:
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APPENDIX B

Excellence In Controlling

performance Development
Controlling	 rating	 needs	 Comments

1. How effectively do managers tailor control
techniques and standards to reflect plans?

2. Do managers use control techniques, where
ossible, to anticipate deviations from plans

(called preventive control)?

3. Do control techniques and information promptly
report deflations from plans?

4. Do managers develop and rely upon objective or
verifiable control information?

S. Do controls point up exceptions at critical points?

6. Are control techniques and information designed
to show exactly where in the organization
deviations occur?

7. Are control techniques and information
understandable to those who must take action?

S. Do managers take prompt action when unplanned
variations in performance occur?

9. Do managers keep abreast of and utilize new
techniques of planning and control?

10.Do managers help subordinates (through the use
of verifiable objectives) exercise self-control and
self-direction?

11.Do managers keep their superiors informed of
significant problems in the operations, their causes,
and steps being taken to correct them?

Total number of NA and ?

Total number of questions on which ratings are made

Total score of questions given ratings

Average of ratings in Excellence in Controlling

Comments and overall evaluation of the function of controlling (use back of the page):
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Summary of the Management Excellence Survey
Please copy the scores shown at the end of each function onto this page.

Performance rating 	 --

Total number	 Number of	 Number of questions 	 Total	 Average
of questions	 NA and "?	 answered	 score	 rating

13 Planning

15 Orgnizing

11 Staffing

14 Leading

11 Controlling

64 Total

Development needs

Total number 	 Number of	 Number of questions	 Total	 Average
of questions	 NA and "r	 answered	 score	 rating

13 Planning

15 Organizing

11 Staffing

14 Leading

11 Controlling

64 Total

Summary evaluation:

Name of the organization evaluated:
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in communication., 445-46,454-55,469,470471
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in reward systems, 312
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Organizing;. planning; Staffing
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Programmed and nonprogrammed decisions.
152-53
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bureaucratic, 495

clan, 495

corrective action 6', 498, 572

country differences in, 555-57

definition of, 28-29. 480

delegation 6', 233

exception principle 6'. 496-97, 572

feedback 6', 129, 486-87, 570

feedforward 6', 488-92, 510

financial, 49

flexibility of, 497, 572

future trends mt 559, 560

in international companies, 59, 48142

major principles for, 569-72

nonbudgetary devices for, 508-9

Objectivity of, 497

of operations, 539-41

organization culture 6', 20, 497-98

of overall performance, 492-93

planning 8-, 98-99, 480, 485, 496, 571

Process of, 480-81

productivity 6', 532-33

based on profit and loss, 493-94

real-time information 6', 487-88

requirements for effective, 496-98
responsibility for, 570

through return on investment, 494

techniques for, 507-14

time-event network analysis 6', 509-14
Control points, 482-85

Cooperative social systems approach to
management, 1&

Coordination function of managers, 29

Core competency, 216

Corporate culture see Organization culture
Corporate governance, 46-47, 425-26

Cost-beneflt/coste(fec.jveness analysis, 148
Cost leadership strategy, 135

Cost Standards, 483

Country and cultural differences:

in behavior, 66-67. 154-55
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choosing the pattern of. 218-19

in international operations, 216-17 \

mixing types of, 219

patterns of, 207-16

Development licenses, 34-35

Diagonal communication, 448, 450

Differentiation strategy, 135, 136

Digital economy, 9-10, 522-26

Dignity, concept of, 367

Dissatisfiers, 373, 374

Diversification strategy, 128

Downsizing, effects of, 197, 368

Downward communication, 448-49, 470, 471

Dual-career couples, career strategy for, 320

E-commerCe/e-business, 9, 330, 522. 523-24

E .training/e .learfliflg, 336

Ecological environment, 39, 41-42, 558-59

Economic blocs, 64-66

Economic environment, 39, 558-59

Economic order quantity approach, 542-43

Effectiveness, II

Efficiency, II
Electronic media in communication, 462-65

Empirical approad to management. 17

Empowerment, 226-27

Enterprise profile, 124, 125, 126

Entrepreneurship, 192-96

Environment see External environment; Internal

envi onment

Environmental accounting, 42
Equal employment opportunity. 276-77, 301

Equity theory, 377-80

ERG theory (of Alderfer), 373

Esprit de corps, 15

Esteem needs. 372, 374

Ethical environment, 39, 558-59

Ethics, 46-51,251

code of, 48-50, 5.2

differing standards of. 50-51

goals 6'. 116

institutionalizing, 4849

raising standards of, 49-50

theories of, 47

Ethics committees, 48, 49

Ethnocentric orientation. 62

Europe:

business education in, 356

car industryfnrket of, 90-91. 236-37, 262,

263,548-49,562

challenges for managers in, 355-56

management styles of Thanagers in, 69-70

European Foundation for Quality Management,

78-79

European Quality Award, 78-79

European Union. 64, 90-91

Exception principle, 496-97, 572

Expectancy theory of motivation. 375-77

External environment. 23, 26, 3942

career planning 6'. 316-17

cpunication 6', 25,443,446

lade

mm

rship style 6', 408

operations management 6', 536

staffing 6', 269, 274-78, 282

strategic planning 6', 127

trends in, 557.558-59

see also TOWS Matrix

Extranet, 521-22

Factory responsibility system, 260

Feedback:

in communication, 446, 460

control, 129, 486-87, 570

feedforward vs., 489-90

Feedforward control, 488-92, 570

Fiedler's contingency theory of leadership, 409-13

Field force theory, 338-39

Focus groups. 433-34

Focused strategy, 136

Forecasting, 105, 136-38

Formal organization. 187-88
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France:

car market of, 90
government planning and managerial elite in,

f,7-68

Franchises, 34, 35

Frc-rein leaders, 401,402,403

Peee 'l'ade Area of the Americas (FTAA). 65

Functional authority. 229

Functional department atiofl 207-9, 213, 217, 219

GaIlit charts, 509, 510

Geocentric orientation, 62

Geographical departmentatiOfl. 209-10,

216-17,219

Germany:
apprenticeship system of, 353-54

car industry of, 90. 140, 173-79, 221-22, 236,

237, 262, 35-59

competitive advan tages/disadvantages of, 73,

168-73

corporate governance in, 425-26

managerial style and codetermiflatiOn in. 68-69

TOWS Matrix for, 168-73

training and development in. 35 3-55

Global corporations, 63

Globalization trend, 10

Goal setting theory of motivation, 379-80

Grapevine, 249, 435, 449

Great man theory. 400, 408

Grid organization see Matrix organization

Group behavior approach to management, 18

Groups:

characteristics of, 432-33

conflict in, 436

conformity pressure in, 432-33

definition of, 431-32

functions and advantages of, 434-35

stages in the formation of, 424

see also Committees; Focus groups; Teams

Groupware, 522

Hawthorne studies and Hawthorne effect, 15

Hierarchy of needs theory (of Maslow), 371-73,374

Horizontal communication, 448, 450

HP Way, 391-92
Human factors in managing. 241, 366-68

Human resource accounting. 268

Industry analysis, 124, 135

Informal organization, 187, 188, 248-49, 569

Information:	 I

control &, 487-88

filtering, 190,449,457

flow, 448-51

overload, 457-58. 515

real-time, 48748

security. 522
Information systems for controlling. 514, 539-41

Information technology:

digital economy 6-, 522-26

impact on organizations, 9-10

opportunities and challenges created by, 518-2

557. 558, 559, 560

use for managing. 557, 560

see also Computers

Innovation 155-59, 195-96

lnputsl-24. 535. 536

Insourcing, 544, 545

Instant messaging. 464

Instrumental leadership, 414

Intangible standards, 484, 485

Intelligence tests, 291

Interactive leadership. 403

Internal environment:

career planning 6-. 316-17

leadership style 6-, 408

staffing 6-. 269, 274-75, 278-81,282

strategic planning &, 127

see also TOWS Matrix

International business:

communication barriers in, 454-55
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International business (cont.)

controlling in. 481-82

vs. domestic business, managing of, 58, 59

forms of, 59, 60

nature and purpose of, 58-61

organization structures for, 216-17

staffing in, 277-78

Internet, 9-10, 464, 520-21

digital economy &, 522-26, 560

Interpersonal behavior approach to

management. 19

Interviews (for selection). 289, 290-91

Intranet, 521

Intrapreneurship, 193

Inventory planning and control, 490-92, 541-43
ISO 9000, 78, 79

ISO 14001. 42

Italy:

car industry of, 90, 91

management style of, 69

Japan:

business culture of, 472-74

car industry of, 90. 91, 178, 237, 262-63,

357-58,548-49

competitive advantage of, 73

controlling in, 555, 556

decision making in. 72, 167-68

gift giving and business meetings in, 473-74

just-in-time inventory system in, 543

keiretsu (conglomerates), 166

leading in, 469, 470

lifelotig employment in. 71-72, 351-52

organizing in, 258-59

planning in, 165, 166

quality circles in, 546, 556

quality management gurus &, 74-75

staffing in, 350-52

Theory Z 6', 72-73

worker satisfaction in, 71-72

lob design, 283-85

Subject Index

Job enlargement, 386-87

Job enrichment, 386-88

Job requirements, 283-84

Job rotation, 331

Joint ventures, 59, 60, 128, 132

Junior boards, 332

Just-in-time inventory system. 543, 549, 560-61

Justice, theory of, 47

Kaizen, 75, 549

Key result areas, 109-10

Knowledge workers, 338, 532-33, 560

Korea, see South Korea

Leader behavior, 413-14

Leadership:

behavior and styles, 357-59. 391-92, 4014,

410-12,418-20,474-75

charismatic approach to, 401

definition of. 396-97

effectiveness, 411, 412, 413-14

facilitation, 566

ingredients of, 398-400

managership vs., 396

principle of, 399

situational approaches to, 408-14

task-oriented vs. relationship-oriented style o,
410-12

trait approaches to, 400

transactional and transformational, 415-16

Leadership continuum concept, 406-8

Leading:

country and cultural differences in, 469-74

definition of, 28, 366

future trends in, 559, 560

major principles for, 569

organization culture 6', 250, 253-54

Lean manufacturing, 548-49

Learning organization, 344-45

Legal environment, 39, 558-59

Licensing agreements, 59.60
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Lifelong employment see Japan

Limited rationality. 145

Limiting factor, 145-46

Line authority. 228

Line committees, 425

Line-staff relationships, 228-29

making staff work effective, 243-45

Liquidation strategy, 128, 130

Listening, 456, 460-61	 -

Low-cost strategy, 136

M-commerce/m-business, tO, 330,525-26

Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, 75-77,

78,79

Management:

art and science of, 11-12

definition of, 4-5

Management analysis, approaches to, 16-22

Management by objectives, 114-16

appraisal &, 303, 304

motivation &, 379

Management by walking (wandering) around,

392, 447, 450

Management contracts, 59, 60

Management information systems, 514

Management inventory, 271-72

Management process approach, 19, 21-22

Management science approach, 17

Management styles, country differences in, 67-73

France, 67-68

Germany, 68-69

Japan, 71-73

South Korea, 70

Western countries, 69-70

Management thought, evOluti9n of. 12-16

Manager development:

definition of, 327

internal and external training. 333-37

on-the-job training, 330-33

process of, 327-30

see also Training

Managerial Functions, 5, 27-29

major principles of, 563-72

manager appraisal by, 308-9

organization culture Er, 249-50

organizational levels Er, 6

Managerial grid, 404-6

Managerial roles approach, 17, 20-21

Managers:

creativity Er, 159

goals of, 7-8

impact of computers on, 517

information needs of, 448

personal characteristics desired of, 286-87

requirements for European, 355-56

skills needed in, 6-7, 285-86

sources of, 287-88

Managership vs. leadership, 396

Managing:

human (actors in, 366-68

rewards of, 311-13

stress in, 313-14

Marginal analysis, 147-48

Market leadership, requirements for, 101

Marketing strategies, 134

Mathematical approach to management, 17

Matrix organization. 213-14

McKinsey's 7-S framework, 19

Mercosur, 64, 65

Mergers, TOWS Matrix for, 132, 173-79

Milestone budgeting, 509, 511

Mission, 99-100, 108-9, 110, 126

Modem operational management theory, 12,14-15

Motivation:

definition of, 369

human (actors Er, 366-68

leadership Er, 396, 398, 399, 569

participation Er, 385, 428-29

self-motivation, 369

systems and contingency approach to, 389

techniques of, 382-88

theories of. 369-82
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Subject Index

Motivation-hygiene theory (of Herzberg),

373-74,386

Multinational corporations, 61-63

advantages and challenges for, 62-63

orientations of, 62

see also International business

Multiple management, 332

Na'vigational change, principle of, 481, 564

Needs theory of motivation (of McClelland),

380-82

'Noise' (in communication), 446, 452

Nonbudgetary control devices, 508-9

Nonprogrammed decisions, 12-53

Nonverbal communication. 452-53

Norms, 424, 432

North American Free Trade Agreethent

(NAFFA), 65

Objectives (goals):

appraising managers against verifiable, 302-8

career strategy Er, 315-16, 318

definition of, 100, lOS

deparimentation &,105, 110, 219

guidelines for setting, 112-14

hierarchy of, 105, 108-10

motivation through setting of, 379-80

multiplicity of, ii r

setting of, 105, 110, 111-14

as standards, 484-85

verifiable, 108, 112, 113, 119

see also Management by objectives

Ombudspersons, 449-50

Online education, 334-35

Open competition (in recruitment), 280, 568

Operational approach to management, 19

Operations:

control of, 539-41

planning of, 537-39

Operations management, 533-34

system, 535-41

Operations research, 545

Oral communication, 451,452,462

Organization:

definition of, 186-87

formal, 187-88

informal, 187, 188, 248-49, 569

Organization charts, 207, 209, 245-47

Organization culture;

of companies. 178-79,251-54 -

controlling Er, 497-98

country differences in, 238, 259, 260

definition of, 231

leadership Er 23-54

managerial practices Er. 249-50

• spiritual, 54

Organization development, 327, 342-44

Organization manuals, 248

Organization structure see Departmentation;

Organizing

Organtional change see Change

Organizational hierarchy:

decision making Er, 152-53

managerial functions Er, 6

managerial skills Er, 7

objectives Er, 108-10

Organizational levels see Organizational

hierarchy; Span of management

Organizational socialization of new employees, 295

Organizing:

controlling Er, 496, 571

country differences in, 258-60

definition of. 27

ensuring understanding of, 248-49

future trends in, 558, 560

for the global environment, 216-17

inflexibility in, 24142, 566, 567

major principles for, 564-67

nature and purpose of, 186-87; 565

planning to avoid mistakes in, 240-41

span of management in, 189-92

structure and process of. 199-201, 565-67
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Orientation of new employees. 24-95

Outputs, 24, 26, 535, 536

Outsourcing, 543-45, 560

Participation as motivator, 385, 428-29

Participative leaders/leadership, 401, 402,413

Path-goal theory of leadership, 413-14

Performance, rewards for, 312-13, 382-84

Performance appraisal see Appraisal

Personality tests, 291

PERT (program evaluation and review technique),

509,510,511-14

Peter Principle, 289

Physical standards, 483

Physiological needs, 372, 373, 374

Placement (in organizational positions), 269, 274,

281,282, 288

Planned progression, 331

Planning:

avoiding mistakes in organizing by, 240-41

controlling 6', 98-99, 480, 485, 496. 571

country differences in, 165-68

definition of, 27, 98

future trends in, 557, 558

major principles for, 563-64

of operations, 537-39

organization culture 6', 250

premises, 105, 136-38

steps in, 103-8

strategic. 124-29

Plans, types of. 99-103

Plural executive. 425

Pluralistic society. 40

Policies, 100-I, 123

Political environment, 39, 558-59

Polycentric orientation, 62	 -

Port4r and Lawler motivation model, 376-77

Portfolio matrix see Business portfolio matrix

Position descriptions. 247-48

Position requirements, 283-87

Positive reinforcement (motivation approach), 380

Power:

bases of, 225-26

leadership 6', 398

of position and leadership style, 409.411,412

responsibility 6'. 227

.Premising, 105. 136-38

Procedures, 101-2 -

Product decision, 5 37-38

Product departmentation,,2I 1-12

Product design, 538

Product strategies, 133-34

Production design, 538

Production layouts, 538-39

Production management. 533-34

Productivity:

benchmarking & measures of, 485

definition of, 10-I1

information technology 6'. 523, 560

job enrichment 6', 388

of knowledge workers, measurement of, 532-33

quality of working life 6-, 385, 386

tools and techniques for improving, 541-50

Proficiency tests. 291

Profit and loss control, 493-94

Profit plans, 103	 /

Program standards, 484

Programmed decisions, 152-53

Programs (as plans), 103

Promotion, 269, 274, 278-79,281, 282, 287, 288

Purposes (in planning), 99-100, 108-9, 110

Quality:

awards, 75-79

management approaches, 73-79, 546-48

measurement in the information age, 535

service, survey on, 260-61

Quality control circles, 546-47, 555, 556, 557

Quality of working life (QWL) program. 385-86

Real-time information and control. 487-88

Recentralization. 234
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Recruitment, 269, 274, 280, 281, 288

Reengineering, 18, 128-29, 196-98

Regiocentric orientation, 62

Reinforcement theory (of Skinner), 380

Responsibility:

authority 5, 14, 565

collective vs. individual, country differences,

258, 259, 260

empowerment 5,226-27

social, 42-43

for staffing. 281

Return on investment as control, 484, 494

Revenue standards, 484

Rewards:

extrinsic and intrinsic, 377, 384

of managing, 311-12

motivation 5, 376-78, 382-84

for performance, 312-13

Rights, ethical theory based on, 47

Rules, 102

Satisficing, 145

Satisfiers, 374

Scalar principle, 228

Scientific management approach, 12, 14

Security, or safety, needs, 372, 373, 374

Selection, 269, 274, 288

definition of, 281

instruments and techniques, 290-94

process, 289-94

reliability vs. validity in. 289

systems approach to, 281-87

Self-actualization needs; 372, 373, 374

Self-managing teams. 436

Service quality, survey on, 26041

Service strategies, 133-34

Simulation and experienlal exercises, 335-36

Situational approach to management. 17

Situational approaches to leadership, 408-14

Six Sigma approach, 347, 547

Subject Index

Skills:

needed in managers, 285-86

organizational hierarchy Er, 6-7

Social actions, business involvement in, 43-45

Social environment, 39, 42-45, 558-59

Social responsibility, 42-43

Social responsiveness, 43, 45

Sociotechnical systems approach to management,

- 18, 340

South Korea:

car industry of, 91, 174, 255-56

management style of, 70

Span of management, 189-92

Specialization strategy, 127

Speech recognition devices, 518-19

Splintered authority, 428

Staff see Line-taff relationships

Staff committees, 425

Staffing:

country differences in, 350-53

definition of, 28, 268-69

future trends in. 559, 560

in international operations, 59, 277-78

major principles for. 56748

organization culture 5, 250

situational factors affecting, 274-81

systems approach to, 269-74

see also Selection

Standards (for control), 480, 481, 482, 572

types of critical point, 483-85

Stockless production, 543

Strategic alliances (of companies), 59, 60, 63,
128, 132

Strategic business units (SBU), 214-16

Strategic control. 485

Strategic intent, 127

Strategies:

alternative, 127-28

cost leadership, 135

definition of, 100
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differentiation. 135. 136

evaluation and choice of, 128

focused, 136

formulation of. 124-29

generic competitive. 135-36

hierarchy of, 134-35

industry analysis for formulation of, 135

kinds of, 133-34

nature and purpose of. 122-24

TOWS Matrix &, 129-32

Streams of technology, 216

Stress in managing, 313-14

Stuttgarter Educational Model; 354-55

Subsidiaries, 59, 60

Supply chain management, 550-51

Supportive leadership. 413

SWOT analysis, 129

Synergy, 100

Systems approach:

to management, 18, 22-26

to management by objectives, 114, 115

to motivation, 389

to selection, 281-87

to staffing, 269-74

Tactics, 124

Teams:

budding of, 435-36

definition of, 435

requirements for successful, 343-44

types of, 435, 436

ee also Groups

Technological environment, 39, 40-41, 558-59

Telecommunication, 463, 523

Telecommuting, 519

Teleconferencing, 463-64

Television instruction, 334

Temporary promotions, 332

Territorial departmentation, 209-10,216-17,219

Tests for selecting managers, 291-92

Theory X and Theory Y, 369-71

Theory Z, 72-73

Time-event network analysis, 509-14

Total quality management (TOM), 19, 547-48

TOWS Matrix, 8"9,129-32,168-73,175,

176, 177

TOWS Merger Matrix, 132

Toyota production system, 560-61

Trade blocs see Economic blocs

Training:

evaluation and relevance of, .337

German/European model for, 353-56

internal and external, 333-37, 353-54

needs. 327-30, 568

on-the-job. 330-33, 353-54

Transactional vs. transformational leadership,

415-16

'flansnationa1 corporations, 63

IWo-factor theory of motivation, 373-74

United Kingdom:

car industry of, 91. 236, 237, 562

management style of, 69, 472

United States:

car industry of, 173-79, 237, 262, 263, 474-75,

548-49

controlling in, 555. 556

corporate governance and scandals in, 46-47,

425-26

decision making in, 168, 259

fair employment laws of, 276-77, 301

leading in, 469, 470

most admired companies of, 8-9, 61

organizing in, 259

planning in, 165, 166, 167, 168

staffing in, 351, 352

Unity of command, 15, 229

University management programs, 333-34

Upward communication, 448,

Utilitarian theory, 47
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Subject lnde,

Value chain management, 550-51

Value engineering, 545

Values, 253, 254

Virtual classrooms. 336

Virtual management, 436

Virtual organizations, 217-18

Virtual teams. 436

Vocational Academy (Germany), 354-55

Vocational tests, 291

Vocational training schools, 353, 354-55

Vroom's expectancy theory, 375-76

Whistle-blowing, 50

Wireless communication technology, 514, 525-26

Women:

equal employment opportunity lot 276, 277

leadership style of, 403-4

in management, 277	 -

Work simplification. 545

World Trade Organization (WTO), JO

World Wide Web, 520, 521

Written communication, 451-52, 461

Zero-base budgeting, 508

Zero defects system, 561

Zero inventory, 543


